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actually cut into the monster search
share Google already has (see story,
P. 41). 

The merger could also provide
advertisers with a broader suite of
online ad offerings and allow them
to better integrate their search ads
with display, video and even in-
game units. In theory, at least, the
combination of those formats
allows marketers to influence con-
sumers’ opinions about a product or
brand, create demand for that brand
and fulfill or track that demand
through a transaction such as a
search. It also allows them to mea-
sure and attribute the value of the
different types of ads consumers
encounter on the path to a pur-
chase—for example whether John
Doe has seen a display ad, and is
then prompted to search for the
product advertised.

PAIN AND GAIN
But individually both Yahoo and
Microsoft have struggled to deliver
on this promise. And with the
inevitable and gargantuan chal-
lenges involved in merging two
organizations of their size, it’s hard
to imagine them swiftly coming up
with a solution that makes such
cross-channel purchases easy for
advertisers. 

As Microsoft and Yahoo spend
the next 18 months trudging
through regulatory challenges and
tussling over which search platform
to use, Google will continue to
steamroll its way into search domi-
nation and make strides in display,
offline and particularly video media.
In other words, Microsoft’s short-
term integration pain could be
Google’s gain. Perhaps one agency
chief summed it up best: “If I were
Google, I’d be happy about this.”

“It’s two non-integrated giants
merging together, and I don’t see
how that equates to one cohesive
offering,” said Bryan Wiener, CEO
of interactive agency 360i. His

clients complain the marketplace is
too fragmented, but they’re not
upset that there’s a Microsoft,
Yahoo and Google. It’s the millions
of smaller sites that are hard to
aggregate. “Going from three to
two is not addressing the funda-
mental challenge of the market.”

Added Dema Zlotin, founder
and VP-strategic services at
Covario, a search-technology com-
pany: “Google will benefit from the
uncertainty.”

‘EXPENSIVE BAND-AID’
Tellingly, Microsoft emphasized
Google’s market dominance in the
announcement of the Yahoo bid,
surely as an attempt to proactively
fend off antitrust concerns. “There
is no chance they’ll take market

share in the U.S. through this com-
bination,” said Mike Vorhaus,
senior VP-managing director of
new media and strategy for Frank
N. Magid Associates. “If this is
about search, this is an expensive
Band-Aid.”

Yet, while Microsoft’s public
announcement focused on search,
the real rationale for the deal is
likely Microsoft’s panic about its
longer-term future as a web-based
software company, rather than one
that sells and distributes its pro-
ductivity tools in boxes. This
ground shift is something Google
foresees as it markets its Google
Apps suite of web-based productiv-
ity software to students and small-
business owners (who convenient-
ly happen to be ardent search cus-
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Microsoft can buy second
place, but can it win race?
Was it just last week I was writing
about why Yahoo shouldn’t dump
search? That being No. 2 is a good
business? Apparently it’s a $45 billion
business, since that’s what Microsoft
wants to pay for Yahoo. 

Microsoft should have bought
Yahoo years ago. In 2003, Microsoft
made a decision to build its own search
platform to serve editorial search
results and ads. Yahoo went a different
direction, buying the technology it
needed. Snapping up Inktomi ads for
$235 million gave it search results that
today rival Google’s. Overture was a
$1.6 billion deal, but it gave Yahoo
control of a huge paid-search business.
Most importantly, it allowed Yahoo to
keep pace with Google rather than
waste time playing catch-up.

Think of it as a race: Yahoo and
Microsoft looked up and saw Google
scream past them in a sports car.
Yahoo looked for a fast car nearby,
gave the owner cash and sped off after
Google. Microsoft entered the race by
building its own car from scratch. 

It was a costly delay. Sure, search
is going to be a long race, and
Microsoft might eventually catch up.
That certainly was Microsoft’s battle
cry after short-term initial gains
didn’t happen. But we’re coming into
year five of Microsoft’s dash after
Google, and while Microsoft built a
nice car, it has failed to keep pace
with Google—much less Yahoo.

Now Microsoft’s hitching itself to
Yahoo’s car. The question is: Will
Yahoo give Microsoft twice as much
horsepower or simply turn it into a
sluggish hybrid? It’s a risk, but one
that Microsoft probably has to take
to ultimately win the race.

Integration will be a key issue.
Yahoo’s believed to have the larger
advertiser base, and it has already
migrated those advertisers to its
Panama platform. They likely won’t
take kindly to moving to AdCenter.

But would Microsoft really toss out a
system it spent years building? 

That’s just one of many places
where the companies overlap. Which
becomes the flagship search brand:
Yahoo, MSN or Live? Does Yahoo
Mail go away? Surely Flickr will
maintain its identity—or will it?

A merger almost certainly will
mean much consolidation and that
may get consumers rethinking
choices. You want me to move my
mail account? Hmm, maybe it’s time
to check out Google’s Gmail.

Microsoft is making much talk
about “scale economics,” as if just
shoving Microsoft and Yahoo together
will produce a critical mass of success.
At the core, that means greater search
share. But to date, combining search
companies does not guarantee a
magical increase in search traffic. Just
ask Excite how well the WebCrawler
and Magellan acquisitions helped its
traffic. Or ask Infospace, which
acquired Excite’s search traffic after
the company went bust.

Microsoft has not been hurting for
cash or resources in its race against
Google, so it’s hard to see how the
promised efficiencies of scale will
somehow improve things
dramatically. Certainly there will be
some gains, but what Microsoft really
seems to be buying is Yahoo’s place
in the search race. Unable to catch up,
falling further behind, Microsoft is
buying its way to No. 2. But as I said
before, No. 2 can be a very good
business—certainly better than No. 3.

Danny Sullivan is the editor in chief of
SearchEngineLand.com, where he
comments further on the bid.

DANNY 
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TARGET  BUYER VALUE1 (BILLIONS) ANNOUNCED OUTCOME

1 Time Warner America Online $186.2 01/00 Media’s biggest, baddest merger.

2 AT&T Broadband Comcast Corp. 76.1 07/01 Comcast is No. 1 cable system and second-largest media company.

3 MediaOne Group AT&T Corp. 55.4 04/99 AT&T Corp. quickly exited cable …

4 Yahoo Microsoft Corp. 44.6 02/08 Pending.

5 Tele-Communications Inc. AT&T Corp. 40.1 06/98 … but will successor AT&T Inc. make big play in cable/satellite?

6 CBS Corp. Viacom 34.1 09/99 Viacom and CBS split in two in 2005.

7 Clear Channel Communications Private-equity consortium 27.1 11/06 Pending.

8 AMFM Clear Channel Communications 20.6 10/99 Clear Channel became dominant player in radio.

9 Reuters Group Thomson Corp. 18.2 05/07 Pending.

10 Adelphia Communications Time Warner Cable, Comcast 17.6 04/05 Time Warner and Comcast split spoils of bankrupt Adelphia.

11 Tribune Co. Sam Zell, employee group 13.8 04/07 Can Zell make this debt-laden deal work?

12 Lycos Terra Networks 13.8 05/00 The bubble soon burst. 

13 Canal Plus Vivendi 13.5 06/00 Still part of Vivendi. Leads pay TV in France.

14 Univision Communications Private-equity consortium 12.6 06/06 No. 1 Hispanic TV network.

15 VNU (Nielsen) Private-equity consortium 10.6 03/06 Major force in media and market research.

1. When deal announced. Source: Ad Age DataCenter analysis of Bloomberg data for deals 1997 to present
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But what will governments say?
Possible regulatory obstacles to a Yahoo/Microsoft deal

CONGRESS:U.S. Sen. Herb Kohl,
(D-Wis.), chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee’s antitrust
panel, lost little time in announcing
plans to hold hearings if Yahoo OKs
the deal. “We will need to scrutinize
the deal carefully to ensure that it
will not cause any harm to the
competitiveness of what has been a
vibrant high-tech marketplace, nor
negatively impact the privacy
rights of internet users,” he said.
The committee held hearings on
Google’s purchase of DoubleClick
but took no action.

U.S. ANTITRUST:The Federal
Trade Commission scrutinized the
Google/DoubleClick deal because
the main concern was advertising
dollars, but the Justice Department
said it is “interested” in being the
one to examine a Microsoft
purchase of Yahoo. Overall the
Justice Department has been more
willing to approve deals without
conditions than the FTC, but
Microsoft’s history of being sued by
the department for antitrust

violations could mean closer
scrutiny. Approval will rest on
whether the deal improves
competition by creating a viable
Google rival or lessens competition
by making it harder for smaller
rivals to compete. The FTC’s
approval of the DoubleClick deal,
despite privacy groups’ concerns,
could lessen the impact of privacy
issues in any review. Privacy groups
actually expressed concern that
lack of action in the DoubleClick
deal would open the door to other
mergers.

OVERSEAS ANTITRUST:This is
potentially the deal’s biggest
barrier. The European Union has
been much more aggressive
against Microsoft on antitrust and
privacy issues than the U.S. has.
The question is whether the merger
of two search-engine providers
would attract the same level of
scrutiny as earlier merger and
antitrust reviews, especially if the
EU gives the go ahead to the
DoubleClick deal.    —IRA TEINOWITZ




